
2024-01-17 NAAN Registry WG Agenda and Notes

Date

17 Jan 2024

Attendees

Bertrand Caron, Chloé Pochon, Sefakor Ankora, Brian McBride, Romuald Verrier

Goals

Regular monthly meeting

Discussion items

Item Who Notes

Announcements

March roster update: Maria  Sefakor Ankora, Steve Diggs

lyrasis wiki with working group pages will be converted to GH 
(github) pages or GH wiki; speak up if you have ideas or 
thoughts about the choice
bm: GH wiki seems fine; https://github.com/sjones4/confluence-

 is a tool for converting confluence wiki content to GH to-github
markdown
bc: have used gh wiki here at BnF
jk: to get early experience to solidify his new skills, propose 
Sefakor should take Aurélien's primary role for the month 
starting Feb 21
all: ok
cp: ok to assist the first couple of requests

Any news items we should blog about? Any calls for papers, submission 
deadlines, upcoming meetings we should note? Please add to Calendar of 

.events

sa: will discuss with WACREN the idea of a blog post about 
participation on NAAN WG

Review of outstanding issues all: please review your in-progress issues to see what might be 
needed to resolve (close) them
jk: I've marked two anonymous issues as my

Status of tab character form processing glitch CDL not represented today, no status update

Change of curators from the start of today's meeting (standing schedule 
always found on ) group home page

Sefakor added to the rotation
next month Brian will be primary, John secondary
bm: I'll be on vacation Feb 17-22
jk: I'll cover and will facilitate the Feb 21 NAAN WG meeting

Action items

all: please review your in-progress issues to see what might be needed to resolve (close) them
Sefakor Ankora will discuss with WACREN the idea of a blog post about participation on NAAN WG
John Kunze will cover for Brian's vacation Feb 17-21 and will facilitate the Feb 21 NAAN meeting

https://github.com/sjones4/confluence-to-github
https://github.com/sjones4/confluence-to-github
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/ARKs/Calendar+of+events
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/ARKs/Calendar+of+events
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/ARKs/NAAN+Registry+Working+Group
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~sefakor
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/~jak
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